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Chain of Thought / Argument
1. The theory of biological evolution (modern synthesis) was able to close 

the gap between micro- and macro level phenomena in the life sciences.
2. Expectation: A Darwinian theory of cultural evolution (CE) could possess 

the ability to synthesize the social sciences, which still seem to be afflicted 
by a similar divide.

3. “Species” are reproductive families in the biological evolution and crucial 
for macro level taxonomy/classification.  

4. In CE we can only talk of  “quasispecies”. Problem for a solid macro-
taxonomy.

5. A macro level taxonomy is necessary to make (2) possible.   
6. An evolutionary classification is needed, that can account for (4).
7. A concept far more promising and reliable to serve as a tool for proper 

classification of macro-phenomena is  “meta-population”.  
___________
K: To formulate evolutionary explanations of social macro phenomena, we 

should speak of (cultural) “meta-populations” instead of “species”. 
(Not just a conceptual question!)
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The Micro-Macro Divide in the SC
Micro- Macro divide in the social sciences: crucial principle of of different 
explanatory levels (cf. Bartelborth 2007).

1. Methodological Individualism
Primacy of microlevel explanations on the of social phenomena (more or less 
rational agents,  their desires and beliefs)

2. Holism (Functionalism)
Primacy of macrolevel explanations/generalizations (societies, social groupings, 
roles or institutions). 

ᐅ Neither of both positions alone seems to provide a satisfying 
explanation of social phenomena (cf. Mesoudi 2011). 

ᐅ Generalized evolutionary perspective: Formalization of macrolevel
phenomena and explanation in terms of microevolutionary models.
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Content

1. Phylogenetic Methods in the Socal Sciences 

2. Macro: Species (biological) and Quasispecies (cultural)

Populations and Metapopulations

3. Micro:  The Cultural Evolution of Semantics 
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1. Phylogenetic Methods (Biology) 

Species 4          3               1                   2                       4               1                2                   3
(abcd)         (Abcd)      (ABcd)        (ABCD)             (abcd)      (ABcd)      (ABCD)        (Abcd)                 

D                                                          B      C

C                                                        B                D

B                                                                                  
A A A

CI = 4/4/ = 1,0                                                CI = 4/5 = 0,8

a) b)

Consistency index (CI): total number of characters divided by the 
number of mutations. 

(a-d): ancesteral traits (A-D): derived traits

: unique mutations : mutations that occured several
times (homoplasies) 
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Phylogenetic Methods (Social Sciences) 
(Mace & Holden 2005)  
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Phylogenetic Methods (2) 
(Mace & Holden 2005) 

Are languages like species?
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Are Languages like Species?

“The formation of different languages and of distinct species,
and the proofs that both have been developed through a gradual process, are
curiously parallel […] We find in distinct languages striking
homologies due to community of descent, and analogies due to a similar
process of formation […] The survival or preservation of certain
favoured words in the struggle for existence is natural
selection.”

-Darwin,The Descent of Man 1871, p. 90-91
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2. Species and Quasispecies (Macrolevel)
(Schurz 2011) 

1) BE:   tree of descent 2)  CE:    directed graph

B                C                            D B             C                             D

B* C*

A                                                                                                  A

A,B,C,D = Species B*, C* = intermediate ancestors

E F

G

D

B 

C

A
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Problem of defining the “Next Common Ancestor“:
NCA (NCA (p,q), z)   = NCA (p, NCA (q,z))
NCA (NCA (E,G),F)  = NCA(E, NCA (G,F)) 

NCA (NCA (E,G),F) = NCA (B,F) = A
NCA (E, NCA (G,F)) = NCA (E,D) =C 
NCA (NCA (E,G),F)  ≠ NCA(E, NCA (G,F)) 
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Metapopulations instead of Species

GD(suc) = EA (V,S,R) + proper population concept
(Reydon and Scholz, 2015)

Entities in GD (tripartite hierarchy):
1. Complex population systems (Species; Metapopulations)
2. Populations (higher order Individuals; Groupings, Sets)
3. Entities within populations (Tokens; Individuals)
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The Causal Interactionist Population C  o  
Concept (CIPC)      (Millstein 2009, 2015)

1. “A population consist of at least two individuals who are actually engaged in 
survival (competition for limited resources/ cooperation) or reproductive 
interactions or both.”

2. “The boundaries of the population are the largest groupings where the rates of 
interactions are much higher within the grouping than outside.”

3. “Members located in the same area are part of the population iff they are 
interacting with other members.”
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Advantages 

 Specific cultures seem more like local populations within a 
species (BE) than like species themselves.

 Population is a far more central concept than species to the 
study of evolution.

 Populations evolve before species evolve (and still capture 
macrolevel-phenomena).

 Several populations can form one “metapopulation”: a 
population of populations. 
 Same hierarchical level of abstraction like species/quasi-species
 Avoidance of problems 
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Population Splitting / Metapopulation
(Millstein 2015) 
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ii. Metapopulation



Populations as Clusters of Interactions

elements    interactions
# Ii #Ie

1                  - 2  
1,2               1                2

.

.
1,2,3            2                 2

.
1,2,3,4         4                 1                  

2                3                               7                 9

1              4                   5              6           8       

A                              B
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𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 =
)#𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖(𝐴𝐴
)#𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴 ≥ 𝑡𝑡 > 1

𝐺𝐺 = 1, 2, … , 9 , 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐,𝑑𝑑, 𝑒𝑒, 𝑓𝑓,𝑔𝑔, ℎ, 𝑖𝑖

a = {1,2}, b = {1,4}, c = {2,3}, d = {3,4},…,  
i = {7,9}



Measurement of the Interaction’s Denisity

2               3                            7                 9

1            4                 5              6           8       

A                              B
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Alternative approach

 deg 𝑥𝑥 (degree) of any node 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶(𝐺𝐺) is 
the number (#) of all edges connected with 
𝑥𝑥.

 Two population candidates given by the 
high degree (3) of their particular core element 
(node 4 and 6).

 The more elements with a high degree are 
collected in a subgraph of G, the higher the 
density of the interactions within this very 
candidate



Involving Cuts and Cut-Sets
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A cut is a partition of the edges of a graph into two disjoint subsets.

In a graph 𝐺𝐺 = (𝐸𝐸, 𝐶𝐶), any subset of edges 𝐶𝐶 ⊂ 𝐶𝐶 is a cut-set of 𝐺𝐺,
iff 𝐺𝐺 − 𝐶𝐶 = (𝐸𝐸, 𝐶𝐶\𝐶𝐶) constitutes a non-connected graph.

That means: removing those edges “tears apart” the graph into two independent graphs.

A graph with two major populations,
each consisting of a core (fringes) and a
periphery (dashed fringes) and two
minor populations; all of them separated
from each other by a minimal cut-set.



3. The Cultural Evolution of Signaling Systems 
(Microlevel)

 From graph theory (macro) to game theory (micro):
 Interactions = “Strategies” 
 Language conventions = evolutionary stable
 Hard to change by either diffusion  or within-lineage change because 

disadvantageous.
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Evolutionary stable strategy: 
x is an ESS iff :

1.      U (x,x) ≥ U (x,y) holds for all x ≠ y.
If a population of agents plays strategy x, no “invader” or “mutant”, playing y, can enter the 
population and fare better with that. 

2.      If U (x,x) = U (x,y) then U (x,y) > U(y,y)
Should the “invader” y play equally successful against x like x would play against itself, 
then y has to be less successful against itself then against x.  



A Signaling Game of Coordination
(Lewis 1969)

S sender

R                 receiver

σ1/σ2  world states

m1/m2              messages

a1/a2                   acts               

Convention state-message-act 
triple;signaling               
system

information set
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Possible Equilibria in the Signaling Game
(Mühlenbernd & Franke 2014)
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strict Nash equilibria 

pooling equilibria 

Nash equilibrium:
If each player has chosen a strategy 
(x) and no player can benefit by 
changing strategies while the other 
players keep theirs unchanged, then 
the current set of strategy choices 
and the corresponding payoffs 
constitutes a Nash equilibrium.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
pooling equilibria: senders probability are independant of the state/ receivers probability are independent of the signal



Population Dynamics   (B. Skyrms, S. Huttegger, 
E. Wagner)

)
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ESS

 Evolution leads the population to converge to one of the two signaling systems
(ESS‘s). Perfect communication is stable, partial communication is vulnerable to
neutal drift and no communication is always unstable.

 Additional Possibilites:
 Costly Signals
 Conflict of interest (partial or total)
 Preplay Communication
 Reinforcement learning



Conclusion

1. A theory of cultural evolution should be able (in principo) to close the gap
between micro- and macrolevel phenomena or explanatory concepts in
the social sciences.

2. Species are evolutionary sets of classification but the term cannot be applied
to most cultural phenomena in a satisfying way.

3. (Meta)populations as described in the CIPC can serve as more proper formal
clusters (using graph-theory) of classification given by the rates of
interactions between their elements. This shall replace the species concept
in CE.

4. In the exemplary case of the evolution of linguistic forms, signaling games
can serve as a formal micolevel model (using game-theory) that can
seemlessly be transferred into the macrolevel (population)
cluster/dynamic.
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